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A child can drown in as little as an inch of water in less than thirty seconds. Kear may be the
mother of a daughter named Adriana. Mrs. The ability to swim is among the best life abilities you
can give your child, and the sooner you perform it, the safer your son or daughter will be.
Statistics show that whenever water skills and ease and comfort in the drinking water are
introduced early, children are less inclined to develop a fear of swimming. She wrote this story
from her personal encounters with her girl at swimming lessons. Mommy and Me Go to
Swimming Lessons is definitely a must-read guidebook before starting swimming lessons
together with your child. Written through a child’s eyes, it helps introduce parents and children
to swimming lessons and encourages them to feel safe and excited about going. Your son or
daughter will end up being asked to learn all of the water abilities introduced in this publication
at their very own swimming lessons. This is an easy, fun reserve that your child will want to study
and once more, even once they have started learning to swim. About the Author: Angela A. A
bath tub, toilet, bucket, pool, hot tub, or any additional container can be dangerous, and drinking
water safety should never be taken lightly. Since a kid’s fear of water might prevent future
attempts at learning the required water skills, it is important to start early and become safe. Kear
is the bestselling author of a wedding planning reserve titled, The Busy Wedding brides Bible for
Planning for a Fabulous Wedding Minus the Expensive Cost of a marriage Planner. It's imperative
never to leave a child unsupervised near water, and because kid drowning can be preventable
with a long term dedication to swimming lessons, it's equally important to make sure your son or
daughter can swim. She believes there is a HUGH need for a reserve that helps prepare parents
and children for swimming lessons and encourages them to feel relaxed and energized about
heading. She is originally from Buffalo, NY and currently lives in Columbia, South Carolina as a
freelance writer. A magna cum laude graduate from The State University of New York University
at Buffalo, she also works as a visual merchandiser for a top brand name clothing line.
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Great book / tool Great book / tool to greatly help get kids interested in Swimming Lessons. Our
1 1/2 year previous daughter was having trouble adjusting to swimming lessons. After reading
this reserve she had a fresh interest in learning swimming and is definitely less worried. This
book has helped her significantly with lessons! I do not recommend this book For the purchase
price, I thought I would get yourself a nice, hardback book. Very disappointed with the poor
quality. I recommend this reserve to all parents with young children, the info, pictures, and the
tale is good for any age, babies or more. This book is great for parents if they're looking to teach
their children to swim. While it is a simple and easy to read book the info that it provides to your
son or daughter in a straightforward and friendly way is normally amazing and I don't think you
will find anything quite like this anywhere else. After reading the reserve with my son Personally i
think confident that he's ready to start taking swimming lessons. It is possible to show that this is
a very severe matter to the writer and in her words you can tell that she cares greatly about the
safety of children in situations involving water. This book is a great introduction to water safety
for small children I reside in a warm weather where pools are not really uncommon. Strongly
suggested! Angela's book has the right ideas to reassure a fresh parent with an extremely young
child in getting comfy in the water. She is a great friend, so I was looking for a gift that could ease
her mind concerning her water concerns. In my visit a gift I came across Mommy and Me Go to
Swimming Lessons. With such a strong critical matter as swimming can be for small children this
book helps it be fun and exciting by adding the photos. Mommy and Me Head to Swimming
Lessons is a great tool not merely for parents, but for kids. It is an excellent conversation
beginner for parents with small children to get them ready for swimming lessons. This book is a
wonderful read for parents of children which are ready to enter the world of swimming! This
book is a wonderful introduction to water safety for young children I live in a warm weather
where swimming pools aren't uncommon. My coworker recently bought a fresh home with a
swimming pool. As a kid there almost everything can be an unknown to kids and drinking water
fears occur climate you watched the latest JAWS or not really. She is a great friend, therefore i
was looking for something special that could ease her brain concerning her water worries. In my
visit a gift I came across Mommy and Me Go to Swimming Lessons. Teaching kids to swim can be
a trial, but this book makes it a bit less difficult and interesting for your kid. You're sure to love it.
It is an excellent conversation starter for parents with small children to get them ready for
swimming lessons. My coworker and her child enjoyed the publication immensely and it
produced him excited and less nervous about his swimming lessons! Water Babies! You'll find
nothing worse than a child being afraid of water! They are able to really miss out as they get
older rather than being able to swim can be extremely dangerous in a lot of cases. Locating the
courage to consider the first actions with a kid can be actually stressing both for the child and
the adult. In the event that you aren't utilized to swimming lessons neither of guess what
happens to anticipate. This book is a great tool to teaching children about swimming lessons at a
rate that they understand and to get them excited about going rather than being worried whilst
entering the unknown. Great Book, ESSENTIAL Buy! Thank you very much for such valuable
equipment you provided my kid and I will continue to recommend this text to my friends and
loved ones with little children. As we just bought a residence with a pool,my little sister really
loves it and I would recommend this to everyone! Great resource! This publication was just what
I wanted. This is absolutely a fantastic educational tool, a terrific way to find out, and a valuable
resource every parent must have. So get yours right now, you will end up glad you did. This book
is ideal for parents if they're looking to teach the youngster to swim. My coworker and her boy
enjoyed the book immensely and it made him excited and less nervous about his swimming



lessons! From valuable equipment to prepare your son or daughter for swimming lessons,
vibrant and fun pages, to exiting methods to teach kids to be safe and sound around water this
reserve has it all. It is important that children receive the information contained in this reserve
and I hope that story gets all of the reputation it deserves. First I'd like to boast about how
exactly well this author is able to provide such valuable equipment and steps to get ready your
child for swimming lessons. The visit a friendly way to teach my child what swimming and
swimming lessons are about was a difficult one but after that I came across this reserve and my
problems had been solved! From a child's point of view this book displays what swimming
lessons are about and clarifies some video games and techniques which are involved therein.
Good Book I strongly suggested this book to everybody. I really like swimming, but I'd like my
family to such as this sport too! It is a classic win-win situation. My kid understood and further
went to begin her first lesson confidently and a good little bit of information that really ready her
for the journey. While this book did provide us with such great info and self-confidence in
swimming lessons, the colourful pages and cute images was the icing on the cake. This book was
just what I was looking for. While my daughter initially lost curiosity in the actual text and mainly
centered on the illustrations, with some assistance, she found the story and the information to
be very interesting together with the pages. Extremely entertaining and useful publication that I
can see us experiencing for a long period; Unlike my other children, my baby girl does not have
any fear of anything. Finally I must address how good this author reaches teaching children to be
secure around water in such an exciting way. Good graphics and nice way to developing a good
experience for your child as well a parent. This is a very uplifting and cute approach to teaching
young children in regards to a very severe matter, water security. While my daughter has the
capacity to swim today, I feel confident that put in a risky situation involving water she'll have the
tools she must know what is safe and what's not. The content theme makes this lesson
interesting so the information will stick in the memory for many years to come. I would go as far
as to state that this text could quite possibly also save a child's life. In conclusion I must add that
I am thankful that I could find this reserve for my daughter before she started her journey into
the globe of swimming and I'm sure many other visitors of the book are aswell. The story is okay,
but the book is now ratty after we've read it many times. Mommy and Me Head to Swimming
Lessons is a wonderful tool not merely for parents, but also for children.! My wife loved it! I gave
this book to my partner that gave birth 4 years back to the most amazing girl on the planet, my
daughter Kyara :-D since that time my wife comes home home from swimming with a huge
smile, she haves thus much fun taking Kyara to the pool, together they constantly come back
home really happy, Kyara can be learning at an instant pace. Its worth a shot for those who have
water difficulties with your child... Swimming Lessons the majority of kids are terrified of
swimming Angela's book (Mommy and Me Go to Swimming Lessons) provides some grate
pointers that will help reassure a new parent with an extremely youngster in getting more
comfortable with the water. We couldn't number it out. It is a great tool to help parents bring in
swimming to kids and helping to lessen their concern with learning to swim. I really do not
advocate, suggest parents choose a better alternate. So, after finding a recommendation from a
friend, we had been loaned a copy of the book and instantly knew we had found the right book
to resolve our problem. So get yours today, you will end up glad you did. Great Book, Wonderful
Resource for Parents! Some kids fear water while some don't it really is funny how it operates
but for many just washing their children's locks is definitely an everyday struggle. I was terrified
of swimming as a kid and it took a long time for me to be comfortable more than enough to
essentially learn, but today I understand my nephew will have a better experience than I did



because of Mommy and Me Head to Swimming Lessons. This book tackles the fear of swimming
in children, the importance of water protection, introducing children to drinking water, and
learning to swim. It is certainly a great tool to help parents present swimming to children and
help reduce their fear of learning to swim. There was certainly some trepidation when getting
him into drinking water over his head. My coworker recently bought a new home with a
swimming pool. She treasured the drinking water but hated the thought of swimming lessons.
Not. The writing design and style is geared toward kids, making it a fun read that's educational as
well. This book is written with a very important factor in mind the normal concern with the
unknown. She's a small son and she was just a little nervous because he is not really used to
getting around water. It's very helpful and make kids desire to find the amazing sport of
swimming. A huge help a beach family My family and I are seaside goers and with our youngest
daughter, we had a severe issue. I even took it to our lessons with us and showed the other
moms there who all had been extremely impressed with the reserve as well. My daughter hasn't
changed and still goes plunging into the water every time, but now, she can swim and really
enjoy what the water offers. Plus some Great tips for getting children in Swimming Lessons for
the first time. Helps Your Get Through the Gitters Being a natural swimmer myself (after years of
lessons because a youngster) I thought starting my boy off in swimming lessons would be a easy.
Dragging and kicking didn't work either. That is absolutely an excellent educational tool, a terrific
way to learn, and a valuable resource that every parent should have. Mommy and Me Head to
Swimming Lessons not merely helped us in getting her to need to go, but in fact made her
anticipate it. It gave us the tools to approach the subject and the techniques described actually
instilled confidence in her so as to make her anticipate it. After a handful of times of having to
pull her from the water, we needed to find a strong but acceptable method of teaching her,
nevertheless, she didn't want to do swimming lessons. Thank you so much for such a wonderful
book! Good book for mommies and daddies alike! He was great until going at night point of not
really touching the bottom of the pool. In this specific story the unidentified is water. She has a
small child and she was a little nervous because he is not really used to becoming around water.
I wish I had this publication before understanding how to swim!.. I think this is a great way of
heading about lending some easing of those fears of the unknown it follows an identical style
that the TV plan Caillou uses. The truth that it's written through a childs eyes, provides a lot of
knowledge of how a swimming class should be. Awesome guide!!!! Reading books has already
been a fun method of learning and at exactly the same time scanning this book is a fun approach
to learning to swim. Written for kids and because of their parents to examine because of their
children , this is an excellent book to learn swimming! It's fun , with a whole lot of images and
comprehensive!! This begins a cycle of achievement as the child learns to swim more powerful
and with more self-confidence with each lesson.
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